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Abstract. We give a quantum-inspired Opn4q algorithm computing the Tutte
polynomial of a lattice path matroid, where n is the size of the ground set of
the matroid. Furthermore, this can be improved to Opn2q arithmetic opera-
tions if we evaluate the Tutte polynomial on a given input, fixing the values of
the variables. The best existing algorithm, found in 2004, was Opn5q, and the
problem has only been known to be polynomial time since 2003. Conceptu-
ally, our algorithm embeds the computation in a determinant using a recently
demonstrated equivalence of categories useful for counting problems such as
those that appear in simulating quantum systems.
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1. Introduction
Since their introduction in the early 20th century, matroids have proven to be
immensely useful objects generalizing notions of linear independence. They have
become ubiquitous, appearing in fields from computer science and combinatorics to
geometry and topology (cf. [9, 29]).
Perhaps the most famous invariant of a matroid M is called the Tutte polyno-
mial, TM px, yq. The polynomial was originally defined as an invariant of graphs,
generalizing the chromatic polynomial [36]. This was later discovered to specialize
to the Jones polynomial of an associated alternating knot ([35]) as well as the parti-
tion function of the Potts model in statistical physics, the random cluster model in
statistical mechanics ([15]), the reliability polynomial in network theory ([13]), and
flow polynomials in combinatorics ([41]). In fact, it is the most general invariant
of matroids such that F pM ‘M 1q “ F pMqF pM 1q; all other such invariants are
evaluations of the Tutte polynomial [42].
The Tutte polynomial specializes to a generating function of special configura-
tions of chip firing games on graphs [25]. In convex geometry, it also relates to the
Ehrhart polynomial of zonotopes which is used for calculating integral points in
polytopes [26]. More recently the connection with quantum simulation and compu-
tation has been explored, but without obtaining a new classical algorithm for the
Tutte polynomial of lattice path matroids [33, 43, 1, 2].
In addition to generalizing several polynomials, specific values of the Tutte poly-
nomial give information about graphs, including the number of (spanning) forests,
spanning subgraphs, and acyclic orientations. However, computing the Tutte poly-
nomial for general matroids is very difficult. For x, y positive integers, calculating
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TM px, yq is #P-hard [19]. As such, a large amount of work has been done to deter-
mine when Tutte polynomials can be efficiently computed.
Lattice path matroids were presented in [7, 5] as a particularly well-behaved and
yet very interesting class of matroids. For lattice path matroids, the computation
of the Tutte polynomial was shown to be polynomial time in the 2003 paper [5]. In
[6], it was proven that the time complexity of computing the Tutte polynomial is
Opn5q, where n is the size of the ground set of the matroid.
We give a quantum-inspired Opn4q algorithm computing the Tutte polynomial
of a lattice path matroid, where n is the size of the ground set of the matroid. Fur-
thermore, this can be improved to Opn2q arithmetic operations (as opposed to bit
operations) if we evaluate the Tutte polynomial on a given input, fixing the values
of the variables. The best existing algorithm was Opn5q. Our algorithm embeds
the computation in a determinant using a recently demonstrated equivalence of
categories [28] useful for counting problems such as those addressed by holographic
algorithms.
2. Background
Leslie Valiant defined matchgates to simulate certain quantum circuits efficiently
[39]. He then defined holograph algorithms as a way of finding polynomial-time
algorithms for certain #P problems [37]. He later went on to demonstrate several
new polynomial-time algorithms for problems for which no such algorithms were
previously known [40]. These algorithms came to be known as matchcircuits and
have been studied extensively [11, 38, 8, 22]. They were reformulated later in terms
of tensor networks and are equivalent to Pfaffian circuits [23, 27].
Tensor networks were probably first introduced by Roger Penrose in the context
of quantum physics [30], but appear informally as early as Cayley. They have seen
many applications in physics, as they can represent channels, maps, states and
processes appearing in quantum theory [16, 17, 18, 4].
Tensor networks also generalize notions of circuits, including quantum circuits.
As such, they have seen an increase in popularity as tools for studying complexity
theory [10, 14, 12]. While we do not define tensor networks in this paper, the
material should be understandable without a detailed knowledge of this formalism.
For more detailed expositions on tensor networks, see [32, 21, 20, 3].
2.1. Structure. In [28], a new type of circuit was defined based on determinants,
as opposed to matchcircuits which are defined in terms of Pfaffians. It was shown
that these circuits had polynomial time evaluations. In this paper, we give an
algorithm that improves the complexity of computing the Tutte polynomial of a
lattice path matroid to Opn4q using these determinantal circuits. Then we show
that evaluating the Tutte polynomial on a specific input (fixed values of x and y)
can be done in Opn2q arithmetic operations. The paper is organized as follows: first
we discuss weighted lattice paths and their relation to determinantal circuits. Then
we recall the definitions of lattice path matroids and the relevant theorems from
[5, 6]. Lastly, we give an explicit algorithm for computing the Tutte polynomial
and analyze its time complexity.
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p0, 0q
p4, 5q
(a) Lattice bounded by two
monotone paths P (lower) and Q
(upper).
w1 w4 w7
w2
w3
w5
w6
(b) Weighted lattice.
Figure 1. Lattices
3. Weighted Lattice Paths
Let us consider Z2 as an infinite graph where two points are connected if they
differ by p˘1, 0q or p0,˘1q. Suppose we are given two monotone paths on Z2, P
and Q, that both start at p0, 0q and end at pm, rq. Furthermore, suppose that P is
never above Q in the sense that there are no points pp1, p2q P P , pq1, q2q P Q such
that p1´ q1 ă 0 and p2´ q2 ą 0. We are interested in subgraphs of Z
2 bounded by
such pairs of paths. From here on out, “lattice” means of subgraph of this form.
An example is given by Figure 1(a).
Let E be the set of edges of a lattice G. Suppose for each e P E, we assign it a
weight, wpeq. We call this a weighted lattice. Given a monotone path C Ď G, we
define the weight of C to be the product of its edge weights
wpCq “
ź
ePC
wpeq.
Definition 3.1. Let G be a lattice bounded by two paths with common endpoint
pm, rq. A full path in G is a monotone path from p0, 0q to pm, rq.
Definition 3.2. Let F be the set of full paths of a weighted lattice G. The value
of G is defined to be ÿ
CPF
wpCq.
In Figure 1(b), there are three full paths of the weighted lattice. The value of
this lattice is w1w2w5 ` w3w4w5 ` w3w6w7.
We describe a way to assign matrices to every vertex of a weighted lattice in
order to encode the weights of each edge. Let G “ pV,Eq be a weighted lattice.
For v P V , we define the incoming edges of v to be those edges below or to the left
of v incident to v. The other edges incident to v are the outgoing edges of v.
The matrix we associate to v has rows equal to the number of incoming edges
and columns equal to the number of outgoing edges. We order the incoming edges
of v counterclockwise starting with the incoming edge closest to the negative x-axis.
We order the outgoing edges of v clockwise starting with the outgoing edge closest
to the positive y-axis. This order defines how to associate the edges of v with rows
and columns of the matrix. We fill each column with the weight of the outgoing
edge of v it corresponds to, see Figure 2
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e1 v
e3
e2
e4
ˆ e3 e4
e1 wpe3q wpe4q
e2 wpe3q wpe4q
˙
Figure 2. A vertex and its associated matrix
Note that every edge in a lattice is the outgoing edge of precisely one vertex,
so given the matrices associated to the vertices, the weight on the edges can be
recovered. For a vertex v, we denote the matrix associated with it by Mv.
However, for the matrices associated with p0, 0q and pm, rq, we do something
slightly different. As defined,Mp0,0q would have zero rows andMpm,rq zero columns.
We define Mp0,0q to have one row with the weights of the outgoing edges in the
appropriate columns. We define Mpm,rq to have one column, with all entries 1.
3.1. Determinantal Circuits. We can turn a weighted lattice into a determinan-
tal circuit [28] in such a way that the value of the determinantal circuit is the value
of the weighted lattice.
A determinantal circuit can be given as a series of matrices tSiu
s
i“1, which are
called stacks. We define the function sDetpMq : Matpn,mq Ñ Matp2n, 2mq by, if
M is an nˆm matrix,
sDetpMq “
ÿ
IĎrns,JĎrms
MI,J |IyxJ |
where MI,J is the minor of M including rows I and columns J and where |Iy “Â
iPrns ui,χpi,Iq, and xJ | “
Â
iPrms u
˚
i,χpi,Jq. Here ui,0, ui,1 is an orthonormal basis
for the ith copy of C2 in the tensor product pC2qbn and u˚i,0, u
˚
i,1 is an orthonormal
basis for the ith copy of pC2q˚ in the tensor product ppC2q˚qbm. The indicator
function χpi, Iq “ 1 if i P I and 0 otherwise.
The function sDet is applied to each stack and is functorial. That is, sDet
defines a monoidal functor between a category whose morphisms are nˆm matrices
(with monoidal product the direct sum) to a category whose morphisms are 2n ˆ
2m matrices (with monoidal product the Kronecker product) that respects matrix
multiplication, see [28] for details. The value of the determinantal circuit is the
trace of the composition of the sDetpSiq:
Tr
ˆ sź
i“1
sDetSi
˙
.
While the sDet function takes a matrix to an exponentially larger matrix, the
following proposition still allows us to compute the value of determinantal circuit
efficiently.
Proposition 3.3 ([28]).
Tr
ˆ sź
i“1
sDetSi
˙
“ det
ˆ
I `
sź
i“1
Si
˙
.
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Figure 3. A Determinantal Circuit
Take a weighted lattice with the matrices described above assigned to each ver-
tex. Figure 2 shows an example of how to determine the stacks of the determinantal
circuit from the lattice. For each of the diagonal arrows, take the matrix direct sum
of the matricesMv along the direction of the arrow, i.e., Mv will be block diagonal.
If G is a weighted lattice, let DG be its associated determinantal circuit.
Let G be a weighted lattice bounded by two paths P and Q from p0, 0q to pm, rq,
and F the set of full paths of G. We also add an edge connecting p0, 0q and pm, rq
to get a picture as in Figure 3. We denote this edge by 1, and we can view the set
of full paths as cycles where 1 is the final edge. If C P F , we describe it as a series
of triples pvi, ei, ei`1q where ei is the ith edge and vi is the common vertex of ei
and ei`1, i ranging from 1 to n “ m` r. We also include the triples pv1, 1, e1q and
pvn, en, 1q. The following is a special case of Proposition 4.3 in [28].
Proposition 3.4. The value of DG is given by the expression
ÿ
CPF
ˆ
detpMv1,1,e1qdetpMvn,en,1q
ź
pvi,ei,ei`1qPP
detpMvi,ei,ei`1q
˙
where Mvi,ei,ei`1 is the minor of Mvi specified by the edges e, e
1.
Corollary 3.5. The value of DG ´ 1 is equal to the value of G.
Proof. By the way we constructed Mvi , Mvi,ei,ei`1 is a 1 ˆ 1 minor with entry
wpei`1q. Furthermore Mv1,1,e1 has single entry wpe1q and Mvn,en,1 has single entry
1. Thus
ÿ
CPF
ˆ
detpMv1,1,e1qdetpMvn,en,1q
ź
pvi,ei,ei`1qPP
detpMvi,ei,ei`1q
˙
“
ÿ
CPF
nź
i“1
wpeiq “
ÿ
CPF
wpCq.
However, the case of the empty path is counted in this value, so if we subtract one
from the value of DG, we get the value of G. 
To illustrate Proposition 3.4, we consider the following example.
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Example 3.6. Suppose we have the following determinantal circuit, D:
1
2
3
4
v1
v4v2
v3
There are two full paths: v1 Ñ v2 Ñ v4 and v1 Ñ v3 Ñ v4 with weights
1 ¨ 2 “ 2 and 3 ¨ 4 “ 12, respectively. Therefore, the value of this weighted lattice is
2`12 “ 14. Multiplying the matrices associated to the vertices in this determinantal
circuit, we get
`
1 4
˘ˆ2 0
0 3
˙`
1 1
˘
“
`
14
˘
noting that M1,0 ‘M0,1 “
ˆ
2 0
0 3
˙
. Then DG “ 14` 1 and thus DG ´ 1 is clearly
the value of the weighted lattice.
4. Lattice Path Matroids
Recall that a matroid may be defined as a pair pG,Bq where G, the ground set,
is a finite set and B, the bases, are a collection of subsets of G such that (i) B is
nonempty, (ii) if A,B P B and there is an element x P AzB, then there exists an
element y P BzA such that A´ x` y P B.
Lattice path matroids are defined with respect to a lattice bounded by two
monotone paths P and Q from p0, 0q to pm, rq as described before. Given a full
path in the region bounded by P and Q, it can be described as a subset B Ď rm`rs
as follows: The path associated to B is the sequence of steps s1s2 ¨ ¨ ¨ sm`r where
si is a north step if si P B and an east step otherwise.
Definition 4.1 ([5]). Let P “ p1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pn and Q “ q1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qn be two lattice paths from
p0, 0q to pm, rq with P never going above Q. Define M rP,Qs to be the transversal
matroid with ground set rm ` rs and bases those B Ď rm` rs that represent full
paths in the region bounded by P and Q. A lattice path matroid is any matroid
isomorphic to some M rP,Qs.
Lattice path matroids are a very nice example of matroids and of interest is the
Tutte polynomial of such matroids. It turns out that this can be given as the value
of a particular weighting of the lattice defining the matroid. The following is a
slight restatement of the original theorem:
Theorem 4.2 ([5]). The Tutte polynomial of a lattice path matroid M rP,Qs is the
value of the lattice G defined by P and Q with the north steps of Q having weight
x, the east steps of P having weight y, and all other lattice weights equal to 1.
An example is shown in Figure 4. Beside the edges in bold are the corresponding
weights. The weight of each non-bold edge is simply 1.
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x
x
x
x
y
y
y y
Figure 4. Weighted lattice with Tutte polynomial px2`xy`y2`
x` yqpxqpx ` y ` y2q as its value.
Algorithm 1 Compute the Tutte polynomial of a lattice path matroid defined by
monotone paths P and Q from p0, 0q to pm, rq such that P never goes above Q.
T Ð length-one row vector p1q
for i from 0 to m` r do Ź loop over all stacks
AÐ empty list
for j from 0 to Qri, 2s ´ P ri, 2s do Ź loop over all vertices in stack i
vj Ð pQri, 1s ` j,Qri, 2s ´ jq Ź the jth vertex in the ith stack
append Mvj to A
T Ð pT1Ar1s, . . . , TℓArℓsq Ź Tis are the correct partition of T (see proof)
return first entry of T
5. Algorithm for Computing the Tutte Polynomial
We now give the algorithm for computing the Tutte polynomial in pseudocode.
We assume that we are given as input two monotone paths P and Q from p0, 0q
to pm, rq such that P never goes above Q. Both P and Q are given as length two
lists. For i P rm` rs, the entry P ri, 1s is the number of east steps and P ri, 2s is the
number of north steps in path P after i steps. Similarly for Qri, 1s and Qri, 2s.
Theorem 5.1. Algorithm 1 computes the Tutte polynomial of a lattice path matroid
in Opn4q time and evaluates it at fixed values of x and y in Opn2q arithmetic
operations, where n is the size of the ground set of the matroid.
Proof. Let n “ m`r be the length of P and Q. The ith stack is always the vertices
i steps away from p0, 0q, so there are m ` r stacks and i iterates over each stack
moving left to right. The number of vertices in the ith stack is the how many more
north steps Q has made than P , i.e. Qri, 2s ´ P ri, 2s. Then the inner for loop
iterates over these vertices, from top to bottom. For each vertex in the stack, the
matrix Mvj associated to the vertex is found by a constant-time lookup.
After the matrices are calculated, we could take their direct sum, giving a matrix
Si, and multiply it by T . For example, the matrices associated to the nine stacks
in Figure 4, each of which is a direct sum of Mv, are multiplied to obtain
`
x y
˘ˆx 1 0
0 0 1
˙¨˝1 0 00 1 y
0 1 y
˛
‚
¨
˝1 01 0
0 1
˛
‚ˆx
x
˙`
x y
˘ˆ1 0 0
0 1 y
˙¨˝1 01 0
0 1
˛
‚ˆ1
1
˙
,
which equals the Tutte polynomial px2 ` xy ` y2 ` x` yqpxqpx ` y ` y2q.
We can be more careful, however, to improve the running time since each matrix
Si is block-diagonal with block size at most 2.
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T starts out as a (row) vector and each iteration of the main loop updates T to
a new vector. Since at each stage we are multiplying T by a block diagonal matrix,
we can partition T into T “ pT1, . . . , Tℓq such that multiplying T by
À
Mvi is the
same as calculating pT1Mv1 , . . . , TℓMvℓq. Eventually, T becomes a 1ˆ1 matrix and
the algorithm then returns its sole entry.
Algorithm 1, has two nested for loops. The outer for loop clearly runs in time
Opnq. For any stack, there are at most n vertices in the stack, and for any vi, Mvi
has at most two rows and at most two columns. If we specify values for x and y,
calculating pT1Mv1 , . . . , TℓMvℓq takes at most 16n computations. Thus the inner
loop runs in time Opnq. Since the loops are nested, the overall time complexity is
Opn2q arithmetic operations.
Should we wish to compute the polynomial itself rather than its value, we need
to account for multiplying intermediate polynomials by 1, x, or y, and adding them.
The polynomials in the intermediate vector T after stack i are of degree at most
i so have at most
`
i`2
i
˘
terms. The last application of an Si can involve adding
quadratically large polynomials and so the additional cost is at most Opn2q.
Then updating the vector can be done in time Opn3q and this lies in a for loop
that iterates at most n times. Thus the overall algorithm is Opn4q. 
6. Conclusion
Lattice path matroids and generalizations have been the subject of research for
some time due to their nice properties [24, 31, 34]. For example, this class of
matroids is connected and closed under minor, direct sums, and duals [7].
In the introduction, we discussed the importance of not only computing the Tutte
polynomial of a matroid, but the value of the Tutte polynomial evaluated at specific
points. We addressed both of these problems and gave explicit algorithms for both
problems, representing an improvement over the previously known algorithms.
We accomplished this by framing the problem in terms of tensor networks. Ten-
sor networks give a natural way to formulate many counting problems of graphs,
and combinatorial problems more generally. However, since computing the value
of tensor network is #P-hard in general, there should be a lot of focus on finding
classes of tensor networks with polynomial-time evaluations. These can be then be
used to devise new polynomial-time algorithms for counting problems.
In this paper, we used a class of tensor networks inspired by Valiant’s holographic
algorithms. This paper gives a concrete application of our determinantal circuits to
provide new and/or improved algorithms. These algorithms use only basic matrix
operations, namely multiplication and determinants. This makes them attractive
for algorithm design.
More generally, determinantal circuits are well suited to evaluating the values
of weighted lattices. Any problem that can be efficiently encoded in such a com-
putation is susceptible to an algorithm using determinantal circuits. Theorem 4.2
gives and explicit way to encode the Tutte polynomial of a lattice path matroid as
the value of a particular weighted lattice. If other matroids can have their Tutte
polynomials realized as the value of a weighted lattice, then a determinantal circuit
can be used to compute it.
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